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eLEARNING COURSES FOR CARE SECTOR WORKERS

IN-HOUSE TRAINER’S PORTAL
ACCESS TO ALL eLEARNING CONTENT

ALL FOR A VERY AFFORDABLE SUBSCRIPTION FEE

FREEDOM
TO ACCESS
20 COURSES
Freedom
to Access
OverOVER
20 Course
Titles

CREATIVE
FLEXIBILITY
FOR TRAINERS
Creative
Flexibility
For Trainers

You have the option to have access to ALL our
eLearning course titles to conduct your own in-house
training. This gives you great ﬂexibility and can be
very cost eﬀective as a course delivery tool.

We understand the need for trainers to have creative
ﬂexibility to adapt to the target audience, achieve a
training objective and meet other practical needs.
You can freely 'mix and match' the content you want
to deliver.

SAVES
TIME
AND
COST
Saves
Time
and
Cost
The content and resources available can save staﬀ
who are required to conduct face-to-face training a
considerable amount of time and cost, compared to
developing their own content.

For example, you may only want to show select
videos from diﬀerent course titles during a staﬀ
meeting... or deliver part or all of a course title using a
data projector to a group of staﬀ. Quizzes with
answers are also available for trainers to use.

Plus - any course updates are automatically
applied. No need to do any maintenance.

BASED
ACTUAL
QUALIFICATIONS
Based
onON
Actual
Qualiﬁcations
As an added bonus, most course titles are closely
based on the Units of Competency associated with
CHC33015 - Certiﬁcate III in Individual Support,
although simpliﬁed.

One
Login
to Access
All Course
Content
ONE
LOGIN
TO ACCESS
ALL CONTENT
Trainers can move around the content freely rather
than having to go through each topic in a speciﬁc
order. For total convenience, there is also only one
login for trainers to access ALL course titles.
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OVER 20 eLEARNING COURSES
FOR INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES VIA LMS

EXTENSIVE
MODULES
EXTENSIVELIBRARY
LIBRARYOF
OF
COURSES

VOLUME
COST
SAVINGS
AVAILABLE
VOLUME
COST
SAVINGS
AVAILABLE

Over 20 ﬂexible, online and interactive eLearning
course are now readily available.

We understand your need for ﬂexibility and cost
eﬃciency. Attractive volume discounts are available.
The more participants you have... the more you can
save!

The eLearning courses are suitable for a variety of
training needs.

OTHER BONUS
FEATURES
AND OPTIONS
LEARNER
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
- LMS

Professional development, refreshers, introductory
level training, supplementary training resources or to
potentially assist with a range of compliance needs ...
are just a few examples!

We do everything for you. No need to waste your
timing learning how to use and operate a Learning
Management System.

As an added bonus, many courses are closely
based on the Units of Competency associated with
CHC33015 - Certiﬁcate III in Individual Support,
although simpliﬁed.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ONLINEAND
ANDINTERACTIVE
INTERACTIVE
ONLINE
The courses are conveniently accessible via an
online and interactive delivery method. Participants
can use a PC, tablet or other internet enabled device.

We provide ‘on-demand’ progress reports.
Automatic creation of - Certiﬁcate of Completion.
Reports available in diﬀerent ﬁle formats.
All course content updates included for free.
Option to provide feedback about any course.

FACE-TO-FACETRAINING
TRAINING
FACE-TO-FACE
For certain eLearning courses we can also arrange
face-to-face training. This is sometimes a preferred
solution.

Many courses include training videos, interactive fun
challenges and knowledge based quizzes.

We can also ‘mix and match’ course content to
customise a face-to-face training session for you.

SELFPACED
PACEDCONVENIENCE
CONVENIENCE
SELF

With certain courses you have several course
delivery options to choose from.

Self-paced ﬂexibility and convenience is a very
popular feature.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Individuals can progress through their course/s at a
pace, location and time best suited to their busy
personal and work schedule - 24/7 worldwide!

100% eLearning course only.
100% face-to- face delivery only.
eLearning plus face-to-face - combination.
DIY train-the-trainer package.

Simply tell us when you want certain staﬀ to
commence any eLearning course from your
purchased library and we take care of the rest... easy!
SUMMARY OF EACH
eLEARNING TITLE
NEXT FEW PAGES
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DETAILS

eLEARNING COURSES FOR CARE SECTOR WORKERS

Access Vehicles
Knowledge, Understanding & Equipment
Overview
This eLearning course describes the skills and knowledge required to perform
manual handling tasks and safety inspections including best practice for
using ancillary equipment on a wheelchair accessible vehicle.
This eLearning course will also ensure participants are aware of how to assess and test ancillary equipment for
damage and faults; manual handling tasks when using equipment and assisting passengers; and awareness and
assessment when manoeuvring vehicles.

Transport Frail Aged
and those with Disability
Overview
This eLearning course covers the skills and knowledge required to operate
vehicles used for the transportation of frail aged passengers and people with
disability.
All content in this course is in accordance with relevant state/territory road and traﬃc authority licence
requirements and regulations.

Manual Handling in Aged,
Disability and Home Care
Overview
Manual tasks at work encompass a wide range of physical activities. They are
deﬁned as anything that requires the use of force for lifting, lowering, pushing,
pulling, carrying, holding or restraining any person, animal or item.
The manual handling of people, particularly assisting clients with daily activities such as personal care and mobility
tasks, constitutes a large proportion of the manual handling activities performed by care workers. This eLearning
course describes work practices for safe manual handling and eﬀective hazard identiﬁcation and risk assessment.
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Introduction to
Disability
Overview
This eLearning course acts as an introduction only and gives an overview of
the various types of disability. There are many diﬀerent kinds of disabilities.
This is an exciting part of a journey that will introduce participants to some of the opportunities and challenges of
working in this growing sector.

Abuse in
Disability Services
Overview
This eLearning course will introduce you to, or refresh your understanding
of, abuse in disability services. Abuse is much more common than our
society has traditionally admitted. It is often hidden and unreported.
This eLearning course will also alert you to the various forms of abuse in disability services. A clearer
understanding of what abuse actually is will certainly reduce the risk of it happening in your workplace.

Person Centred
Care and Empowerment
Overview
Our person centred care and empowerment eLearning course focuses on
making sure a client is at the centre of all decisions and actions that relate to
their life and their support.
The person requesting or requiring support is the driver, rather than the organisation providing the support.
Being person-centred assumes that an individual can determine the direction of their life based on their own
strengths, abilities, networks and preferences to meet their goals at any stage in their life.
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Introduction
to Ageing
Overview
This eLearning course acts as an introduction to, and gives an overview of,
the various aspects of the ageing process. There is more to understand than
most people realise.
This is an exciting part of a journey that will introduce you to some of the opportunities and challenges of working in
this growing and diverse sector.

Elder Abuse
and Mandatory Reporting
Overview
This eLearning course will introduce you to, or refresh your understanding
of, the abuse of older people. Elder abuse is much more common than our
society has traditionally admitted. It is often hidden and unreported.
This eLearning course will also alert the participant to the mandatory reporting requirements in Aged Care,
incorporating a knowledge of what constitutes Elder Abuse and what activity carries the requirement of
mandatory reporting.

Introduction
to Dementia
Overview
This eLearning course has been designed to provide you with an introduction
to understanding what dementia actually is. It also covers the causes and
eﬀects of dementia and how it can aﬀect people.
The number of people in Australia diagnosed with dementia continues to grow each year. The demand on the
sector to care for individuals with dementia and the impact it has on everyone involved is also growing.
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End of
Life Care
Overview
Good end-of-life care is based on the understanding that death is inevitable
and a natural part of life. The ﬁnal stage in a person's life is a uniquely
important time for the dying person, their family and close friends.
The goals of end-of-life care are many. The need to maintain the comfort, choices and quality of life of a person who
is dying is important. Spiritual needs, family support and reducing inappropriate and burdensome healthcare
interventions are additional considerations.

Loss and
Grief
Overview
This eLearning course describes the skills and knowledge required to
recognise and respond to the needs of people who are experiencing loss,
grief and bereavement.
The physical and emotional impact on a person when someone they care about dies can be considerable.
Correctly recognising and responding to a grieving individual can be challenging and is a common requirement
you may encounter.

Food
Safety
Overview
It is vital that a facility serving food has a robust food safety program.
This eLearning course is aimed at equipping staﬀ with knowledge of systems,
procedures and practices that will help them prepare and serve food that is not only delicious, but also safe from
any hazards.
With food safety training, staﬀ in facilities become aware of their food safety obligations and requirements.
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Infection Prevention
and Control
Overview
Infection control and prevention is an essential part of care and the
responsibility of all staﬀ providing care to older people and people with
disability.
This eLearning course provides information on the key principles of infection prevention and control for the
disability, residential aged care and community aged care services. It also includes information about eﬀective
hand hygiene, using spill kits and appropriate waste disposal.

Introduction to Medication
Assistance
Overview
This eLearning course is designed for care workers who require the skills
and knowledge to assist clients with medication. A wide range of topics are
covered.
Topics include: Legislative Principles for Medication, Medication, Storing and Disposing of Medications, SelfMedication, Side Eﬀects, Medication Errors, Reporting Requirements and Help.

A Healthy You
Understanding Self
Overview
Caring for yourself is one of the most important and one of the most often
forgotten things you can do as a caregiver. When your needs are taken care
of, the person you care for will also beneﬁt.
This eLearning course provides some useful tips, advice and guidelines to help you understand the importance of
self-care, how it will beneﬁt you personally and how achieving a ‘healthier you’ beneﬁts the people you care for.
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Diversity and Culture
in Healthcare

Cultural
Diversity

Overview
This eLearning course describes the skills and knowledge required to work
respectfully with people from diverse social backgrounds and cultural groups.
This includes Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people.
Australia is a multi-cultural society. Having a better understanding and awareness of diﬀerent social and cultural
related considerations and expectations when caring for an individual is very important.

Medical
Terminology

TERMINOLOGY
Overview
This eLearning course in medical/health terminology is important if you work
in community services. A comprehensive variety of terminology is used daily.
Medical and health terminology is spoken and written in all documents, charts and reports. For this reason it is
important to be able to say, spell and read medical terms. Understanding what they actually mean is also critical.

Workplace
Documentation
Overview
There is a common saying in the care industry, "If it is not written down, it didn't
happen". Correct documentation plays an important part in the care industry
for many reasons.
Professional documentation is also an integral part of the care sector. It is a primary communication tool between
health professionals and forms the basis for evidence of care. This documentation is also used for research, legal
analysis and determining allocation of resources.
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Managing
Behaviours of Concern
Overview
This eLearning course describes the skills and knowledge required to monitor individuals, respond to behaviours
of concern, deal with conﬂict and support the responsibility for behaviour management and change. This program
has a practical component which will provide you the opportunity to further develop skills in de-escalation and
physical disengagement practices.

Understanding
Behaviour
Overview
No behaviour management strategy is universally eﬀective. As a care worker, handling the emotional, physical and
mental demands of clients can be challenging. Handling a range of emotional, physical and mental related
demands can be made easier by taking the time to get to know how to deal with these issues in a calm and relaxed
manner. This eLearning course covers a range of methods to help achieve this.

Stress and Mental Health
in the Workplace
Overview
Mental health includes our emotional, psychological and social well-being. It aﬀects how we think, feel and act. It
also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to others and make choices. Topics include:- The scope of
mental health, work related stress , managing stress, workplace support and communicating to reduce stress.

Therapeutic Relationships
and Professional Boundaries
Overview
Professional boundaries deﬁne eﬀective and appropriate interactions between the professional (care support
worker) and the person accessing a service. Understanding and applying professional boundaries ensures
professional standards are maintained and people are supported in a safe, respectful and digniﬁed manner.
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FLEXIBLE AND
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TRAINING
SOLUTIONS

WITH
OPTIONS

OVER 20 eLEARNING COURSES
FOR INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES VIA LMS

IN-HOUSE TRAINER’S PORTAL
ACCESS TO ALL eLEARNING CONTENT
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